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Abstract

In this paper, we take an engineering approach to atomic transaction verification. We dis-
cuss the design and implementation of a verification tool that can reason about the semantics
of atomic database operations. To bridge the gap between language design and automated
reasoning, we make use of a simple model of objects that imitates the type-tagged memory
structure of an implementation. This simple model is sufficient to describe the operational
semantics of the typical features of an object-oriented database programming language, such
as bounded iteration, heterogeneity, object creation, and nil values. The same model lends
itself to automated reasoning with a theorem prover system. We are thus able to apply theo-
rem prover technology to verification problems that address transaction semantics. The work
has applications in the areas of transaction safety, semantics-based concurrency control, and
cooperative work. The approach is illustrated by a graph editing example, with heterogeneous
node structures.

1 Introduction

Semantic issues were put aside by database technologies of the past. However, the
database application challenges of the ’90s seem to demand solutions to precisely such
issues today. John Mylopoulos [Myl98]

During the past decade, numerous advanced transaction models have been developed to meet
the demands of cooperative work and workflow applications [Elm92, RKT+95, CD97, MR97,
BGLL98, KR98]. Unfortunately, there is often a significant gap between the ideas expressed in a
formal model and the implementation-level expression of those ideas. Semantics knowledge about
transactions and database operations is quite often assumed in formal models. To make use of a
formal model in a real system, any assumed semantics knowledge becomes a requirement on the
implementation, and indeed on the database schema designer.

Semantics information is typically deduced by schema designers based on an intuitive un-
derstanding of the database semantics. For example, in order to write a robust transaction, a
programmer might insert additional if-then-else checks in the code. However, there is no way
to guarantee that these checks are indeed sufficient (i.e., the code is wrong, implying potentially
expensive rollback operations), or that these checks are not too strong (i.e., the code is unnec-
essary, implying extra run-time constraint checking). In advanced transaction models, semantics
information takes various forms: for example, commutativity tables [Wei93, RKT+95], undo op-
erations [KLS90, CD97, MR97], and consistency assertions [BGLL98]. This information should
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be provided by the schema designer, but again its semantics correctness, although essential to the
models, cannot be guaranteed.

In this paper, we describe a tool that can be used to assist the schema designer in reasoning
about the semantics correctness of atomic operations on an object-oriented database. Our work
extends the work on automated transaction verification for relational databases, done by Sheard
and Stemple [SS89]. We use a schema specification language (called OASIS) that includes facilities
for constraint and query definition, object manipulation, and transaction definition. The features
of the object manipulation language are common to object-oriented database technology (cf. the
O2 system [BDK92]): namely, bounded iteration, heterogeneous collections, object creation, and
nil values. The specification language is mapped by a schema translator to a simple formal model
of objects in higher-order logic. This model imitates the type-tagged memory structure of an
implementation and is sufficient to describe the operational semantics of the specification language.
The reasoning component of the tool is implemented using the higher-order logic (HOL) Isabelle
theorem prover [Pau94]. It can be used to assist in proving non-trivial properties about atomic
database transactions and methods, as a reliable alternative to informal “proof by hand-waving”
arguments.

The two major components of the OASIS tool (see Figure 1) are:

• Extended Isabelle Theorem Prover. Isabelle is an open system, implemented in ML [Pau96].
Its HOL theory provides a formal theory of the standard data types one finds in databases,
such as booleans, integers, characters, strings, tuples, lists, and sets. To reason about hetero-
geneous collections of objects with shared subcomponents, we extend these standard theories
with a Generic OO Theory that simulates the type-tagged memory of an implementation.
The theory also defines functions that describe the effects of primitive update and retrieval
operations on the object-store (e.g., attribute update, attribute selection, and object cre-
ation). We have derived a number of theorems about the interactions of these operations,
which are used for the actual analysis of methods and transactions.

• Schema Translator. The schema translator is directly implemented in ML. It maps a specific
object-oriented schema to a low-level representation, which is defined in terms of the generic
theory of objects. The input is an OASIS schema, in ascii form, which is parsed and converted
to an internal abstract syntax tree in ML. The output consists of two Isabelle files: a
file with extension ‘.thy’ that gives definitions for the database-specific class structures,
methods, transactions, and constraints; and an ML file with extension ‘.ML’ that contains
some standard lemmas about the schema. These files can be loaded into an Isabelle session,
and proofs about the schema can be initiated.

The remaining sections discuss the OASIS tool in more detail. Section 2 describes the OASIS
specification language. A schema for a graph with heterogeneous node structures is used as an
example. This example is based on the implementation of the SEPIA cooperative document
authoring system [SHH+92]. Section 3 describes the OO Theory component of the tool. Section 4
describes the Schema Translator. The translation of the graph example is illustrated. Section 5
shows how proofs can be done in the system. We give a non-trivial example of method safety
analysis. Section 6 discusses applications and future work. Related work is discussed in Section 7.
Section 8 gives a summary of our work.
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2 The OASIS specification language

An OASIS database schema consists of a number of class definitions, named persistent roots,
integrity constraints, and applications. Classes (which can also be abstract) contain definitions
of methods, written in a simple procedural update language. OASIS supports single inheritance.
Persistent roots provide named entry points to the database; they can be used as global variables
in methods, transactions, and integrity constraints. OASIS provides facilities for associating con-
straints with a schema. These constraints are boolean-valued OQL ([CB97]) expressions over the
database state.

Figure 2 shows part of a generic Graph schema. This example is based on the implementation
of the SEPIA document authoring system [SHH+92]. The schema defines abstract classes for
Elements and Nodes. Atomic nodes (class ANode) and composite nodes (class CNode) are concrete
classes, which are extensions of class Node. Link is another concrete class, which extends the
abstract class Element. The schema defines three named persistent roots (tables): cnodes, links,
and nodes. Six constraints are defined over the contents of these tables. These include non-nil
requirements (c1, c2, c3) and extent constraints (c4, c5) (see [BFW98]). Constraint c6 asserts that
all links in a composite node should link nodes within that same composite node.

The command language we use is similar to the O2C update language [BDK92], and consists
of a small number of commonly used language constructs. Atomic updates are object creation,
and variable and attribute update. There is no object deletion, because persistence by reachability
is used (as in the O2 system [BDK92]). Compound commands are formed using sequential com-
position, conditional branch, collection iteration, and (at present) non-recursive update method
call. The semantics of the bounded iteration construct, foreach x in e where p do c, is based on
parallel execution [Qia91]. The collection e is a set, which may be restricted using the selection
predicate p. Both the collection and the selection predicate are bound before the execution of the
loop begins (similar to SQL’s update-from-where clause).

Method bodies are defined using a command statement. A method can apply updates to the
receiving (i.e., this) object, as well as to the objects referenced by this, the persistent roots,
and the attributes of objects passed in as actual parameters. An OASIS schema also declares
a number of named transactions. Transactions are similar to methods, but there is no receiver
object. Traditionally, the notion of database integrity is tied to database transactions, but our
system also allows one to verify integrity at the method level. In this paper, we focus on methods
rather than transactions.

The following method on composite nodes will be used as an example in later sections:

CNode createCompositeIn(int p, int z, string s) {

var n:CNode {

n = new CNode(s, p, z); // invokes the constructor!

elements += set(n);

cnodes += set(n)

} returns (n)

}

This method creates a new CNode object and inserts it into the elements component of the
receiver CNode object. The newly created object is made persistent by inserting it into the cnodes
persistent root collection. A handle to the newly created object is returned as a result of the
method. The constructor of class CNode (not shown) initialises the attributes name, position, and
size, with the values s, p, and z; the other attributes are assigned default values.

Method createCompositeIn respects the integrity constraints on the graph. Constraint c6 is
non-trivial with respect to this method, because both address the cnodes persistent root and the
elements attribute. In Section 5, we show how the OASIS system proves this automatically.
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database Graph {

abstract class Element {

attribute string name;

}

abstract class Node extends Element {

attribute int position;

attribute set<Link> incomingLinks;

attribute set<Link> outgoingLinks;

void removeIncomingLink(Link k);

void removeOutgoingLink(Link k);

}

class ANode extends Node { // atomic node

attribute set<string> content;

}

class CNode extends Node { // composite node

attribute int size;

attribute set<Element> elements;

CNode(string s, int p, int z); // class constructor

CNode createCompositeIn(int p, int z, string s);

Element removeNodeOrLink(Element n);

}

class Link extends Element {

attribute Node from;

attribute Node to;

void disconnectLinkFromNode(Node e);

}

name set<CNode> cnodes;

name set<Link> links;

name set<ANode> anodes;

constraints {

c1 : forall n in cnodes : n!=nil

c2 : forall n in links : n!=nil

c3 : forall n in anodes : n!=nil

c4 : forall n in cnodes :

forall e in n.elements : e in (cnodes union links union anodes)

c5 : forall n in links :

(n.from!=nil implies n.from in (anodes union cnodes))

and (n.to!=nil implies n.to in (anodes union cnodes))

c6 : forall n in cnodes :

forall e in links: (e in n.elements) implies

((e.from!=nil implies e.from in n.elements)

and (e.to!=nil implies e.to in n.elements))

} }

Figure 2. Example of a Graph Database Schema
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oids :: (oid => ’b option) => oid set

eval :: [’b option, ’b=>bool] => bool

get :: [’b option, ’b => ’a] => ’a

set :: [(oid => ’b option) , oid, ’b => ’b] => (oid => ’b option)

smash :: [(oid => ’b option), (oid => ’b option)] => (oid => ’b option)

apply :: [’a set, [’a, oid] => ’b option] => (oid => ’b option)

new :: [oid, ’b] => (oid => ’b option)

skip :: (oid => ’b option)

Figure 3. Generic Operations of OO Theory

3 A simple Isabelle theory of objects

Isabelle specifications are called theories. A theory consists of a collection of definitions and
axioms. Our system extends the default collection of Isabelle/HOL data type theories. We define
a generic theory of objects, which describes schema-independent knowledge about object-oriented
databases. Database-specific knowledge about an application can be expressed in terms of this
theory (this is the subject of Section 4).

The database state (object store) is modelled as a partial function from object identifiers
to values. In Isabelle, we represent such functions using the predefined ‘option’ data type, as
‘oid => ’b option.’ Isabelle function types (=>) are total, and partial function types can be
modelled using options. The type variable β (written ’b) in the co-domain type will be instantiated
with a concrete type that describes the schema-specific class structures (see Section 4). The type
of object identifiers (oid) is defined as a datatype:

datatype oid = nil | ref nat | nref nat

Informally, oids can be nil, allocated (ref-tagged), or not yet allocated (nref-tagged).
Our Isabelle theory of objects defines several higher-order operations (with functions as ar-

guments) for database retrieval and update. These operations are listed in Figure 3, with their
signatures. The application ‘oids os’ retrieves the domain (ref-tagged oids) of a given object
store os. The application ‘eval obj p’ validates whether a given object value obj (of type
’b option) satisfies a predicate p (for undefined obj values, false is returned). Typically, pred-
icate p is a filter expression that reflects database-specific typing constraints. (An example is
given in Section 4.1.) The application ‘get obj f’ applies the function f to the object value obj.
Typically, f is a function that retrieves an attribute value (i.e., component) from the object. The
application ‘set os ida f’ returns a function that corresponds to a delta value in the approach
of [DHDD95]. This delta value is of the same type as the object store, but contains only a binding
for the modified object (with oid ida).

We define several operations to combine delta and/or object store values (all of which have the
same type). Following [DHDD95], we define an operator for overwriting deltas, called smash. The
application ‘smash os1 os2’ makes the new bindings in os2 hide bindings for the same oid values
in os1. The operation is used for modelling sequential compositions, and transaction commit.

The operation apply serves as a basis for the bounded iteration construct of the update lan-
guage. The application ‘apply A f’ constructs a new delta, which accumulates the effects of the
deltas that result when f is applied to the elements of A. Informally, f represents the body of
the iteration; A is the set iterated over. Given an oid x, the new delta checks whether there is a
modification to x, made by exactly one of the elements of A. In this case, that unique modified
value is selected; otherwise no changes are made to that specific object. This corresponds to a
no-op in the case of conflicting set-oriented updates. The use of the generic operations of OO
Theory to encode database-specific information is shown in Section 4.
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r1 : smash os skip = os

r2 : smash skip os = os

r3 : smash os1 (smash os2 os3) = smash (smash os1 os2) os3

r4 : get ((smash os1 (set os2 idb f)) ida) g =

(if idb=ida & idb:oids os2 then get (os2 ida) (g ◦ f)

else get (os1 ida) g)

r5 : idb~:oids os1 -->

get ((smash os1 (new idb valb)) ida) g =

(if ida=idb then (g valb) else (get (os1 ida) g))

r6 : get ((smash os (smash os1 os2)) ida) f =

(if ida:oids os2 then get ((smash os os2) ida) f

else if ida:oids os1 then get ((smash os os1) ida) f

else get (os ida) f)

r7 : smash (set os ida f) (set (smash os (set os ida f)) ida g) = set os ida (g ◦ f)

Figure 4. Illustration of Some Equivalence Theorems

We have derived a number of rewrite lemmas about the interactions of the generic database
retrieval and update operations. They enable Isabelle to handle substantial parts of proofs au-
tomatically, by term-rewriting. Some of the rewrite lemmas are listed in Figure 4. Our theory
of objects includes first-order theorems for the associativity and reflexivity of smash. Second-
order rewrite rules (with functions in arguments) are derived for applications of eval and get,
to modified object store values. Figure 4 also lists some equivalence theorems for applications of
smash and get. The rules use Isabelle notation for set membership (:), its negation (~:), logical
conjunction (&), and implication (-->). Applications of these rules are discussed in Section 5.

4 Translating a database schema

The schema translator we have built supplements the generic theory discussed in the previous
section with database-specific information. For an input database schema, the schema translator
generates an Isabelle ‘.thy’ file that contains the database-specific Isabelle/HOL definitions of
class structures, methods, transactions, and integrity constraints. In effect, the schema translator
implements a semantics mapping, where the output is HOL notation. The schema translation
has been defined and implemented for all of the OASIS constructs we show in this paper. In this
section, we illustrate how a few typical OASIS features (including OQL queries) are encoded in
terms of the OO Theory.

In the previous section, we introduced an abstract notion of database state as a partial function
from oids to values of generic type ’b. For a specific database schema, the type variable ’b should
be instantiated with type information that reflects the database-specific class hierarchy. This is
done using a data type definition in HOL:

datatype object = ANode string int (oid set) (oid set) (string set)

| CNode string int (oid set) (oid set) int (oid set)

| Link string oid oid

The above data type is a disjoint union type, with a case for each of the concrete classes in
the schema; the abstract classes Element and Node are not included, because they do not have
concrete instantiations. Structural information of objects (i.e., attribute values) is supplied as an
argument to the data type constructors. This information includes all attributes inherited from
superclasses. (An example of attribute selection is given in the next section.) Class references in
compound objects appear as “pointer” references in the form of oid-values. This accommodates
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object sharing and heterogeneous sets: representations of objects from different classes can be
grouped in one and the same set, since they all have the same Isabelle type oid. For convenience,
we use the name ‘OS’ to abbreviate the type ‘oid => object option’, of the schema-specific
object store structure.

The constructors of type object provide for the required run-time type information. In object-
oriented systems with inheritance, this information is needed to model run-time type-based deci-
sions, such as late-binding. Using our Isabelle representation, these decisions can be conveniently
encoded using case-splits to examine the type tag.

4.1 Constraints and OQL queries

The schema translator maps OASIS-OQL expressions to functions in Isabelle/HOL. These func-
tions take the input object store as an argument. The Isabelle predefined data types support
most commonly used OQL language constructs. For example, set expressions in OQL (e.g., union,
select-from-where, except, and intersect) are available in the Isabelle syntax. The translation of
most OQL expressions is straightforward. However, the translation of operations on objects (e.g.,
attribute selection and nil comparisons) is complicated by the introduction of object identifiers.
For these constructs, explicit lookups on the object store are needed. We encode these using the
generic retrieval operations get and eval of the theory of objects (see Figure 3).

To represent nil comparisons in Isabelle, we make use of the function eval. For example, the
expression ‘n!=nil’, where n is of type Node, amounts to a check that n is in the object store, with
the right type. The following Isabelle code accomplishes this:

eval (os n)

(%val. case val

of ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content => True

| CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements => True

| Link name from to => False)

The expression (os n) looks up the object-typed value associated with oid n. The second ar-
gument to eval is a boolean-valued function (the symbol % is HOL syntax for λ-abstraction);
this function returns True if the type tag on the value is ANode or CNode. Otherwise, if n does
not have a binding in os, or is bound to a Link value, then False is returned. Our generic
theory of objects defines a pretty printer for such expressions; it prints the above predicate as
‘os n instanceof Node’, thus hiding the actual case split underneath. (The pretty printer “com-
putes” the least upper bound of the cases that are marked True, based on the inheritance relation
in the OASIS schema.)

Attribute selections are encoded using the get operation. For example, the OASIS expression
‘n.elements’, where n is of type CNode, is represented as follows:

get (os n)

(%val. case val

of ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content => arbitrary

| CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements => elements

| Link name from to => arbitrary)

Observe that an arbitrary value is returned for the wrongly typed cases; this is a common way
of dealing with undefined function results in HOL [Isa]. The pretty printer displays the above get
expression as ‘os n -> elements’.

Constraints are boolean-valued OQL queries. Constraint c5 of the Graph schema is represented
in Isabelle (using pretty printing) as follows:
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c5 os cnodes links anodes ==

! n:cnodes.

! e:links. e : (os n -> elements) -->

(os (os e -> from) instanceof Node --> os e -> from : (os n -> elements)) &

(os (os e -> to) instanceof Node --> os e -> to : (os n -> elements))

In Isabelle syntax, the forall quantifier is written as ‘!’.

4.2 Update methods and transactions

Update methods are represented as named functions in HOL. Such functions map an input
object store, persistent roots, an oid this, actual parameter values and any required new oids
to a tuple. The tuple includes the modifications to the object store, all persistent roots and
method parameters; the return value of the method is given in the last position of the tuple. The
createCompositeIn method of class CNode has the following HOL representation:

CNode_createCompositeIn os cnodes links anodes this p z s nID1 ==

(smash (new nID1 (CNode s p {} {} z {}))

(set (smash os (new nID1 (CNode s p {} {} z {}))) this

(%val. case val of

ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content =>

ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content

| CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements =>

CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size

(insert nID1 elements)

| Link name from to => Link name from to)),

Some (insert nID1 cnodes), None, None, None, None, None, None, nID1)

The first component of the tuple on the right-hand side is a big smash expression, which results
from the sequential composition in the method body; it describes the effects of the method on
the object store, in an algebraic manner. The nesting follows the structure of the method body:
the CNode object creation (encoded using new) is followed by the update of the elements field of
the this object (encoded using set and insert). The second component of the tuple represents
the changes to (that is, the new value of) the cnodes persistent root. Modifications to variables
are indicated by the tag Some; the None tag means that there is no new value for that variable.
The last component of the tuple is the return value of the method, which is the oid of the newly
created CNode. New oids needed by a method are specified as additional arguments to its function
representation (here, only one new oid is needed). The schema translator does this automatically.

Our schema translator generates less “efficient” code than that shown above; this is inherent
in automatic code generation. However, we easily obtain the above simplified form, using term
rewriting (see Section 5).

A transaction is not the same as a method: a transaction is a sequence of updates, whose
changes are not propagated to the database until the transaction commits. A transaction is further
distinguished by not having a receiver object. Transaction semantics is provided by applying an
additional smash to the input object store and the delta value that represents transaction body’s
updates. A method can be “lifted” to the transaction level by putting code to lookup the receiver
object in the transaction, and then applying the method. The next section uses an example in
which we give transaction semantics to the createCompositeIn method.

5 Using the system

The OASIS tool currently provides support for automated transaction safety analysis. The tool
implements an automated proof strategy, which is comprised of the following four successive steps:
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(i) specification of an initial proof goal; (ii) normalisation of the goal using rewriting; (iii) safe
natural deduction inference steps; and (iv) exhaustive depth-first search. This strategy can verify
many non-trivial combinations of transactions and constraints, although the search is inherently
incomplete [BGL96]. The automated proof procedure returns any goals that it cannot solve. We
now explain in detail each of these steps.

5.1 Starting a transaction safety proof

To start a transaction (or method) safety proof, an Isabelle proof goal should first be constructed.
The schema translator defines the ML functions start_proof and method_safety_goal, which
automate this process for a given method and constraint. For example, to verify that method
createCompositeIn, defined in class CNode, is safe with respect to constraint c6, we type in the
following code:

- start_proof(method_safety_goal("createCompositeIn","CNode","c6",["c1"]));

Verification of a method or transaction with respect to an individual constraint predicate may
require the assertion of additional constraints on the schema. In this example, constraint c1 is
necessarily assumed, since in order to extract the elements attribute from a CNode object, that
object must be non-nil. Additional assumptions are given as parameters to the start_proof
command. Isabelle now responds with the following initial proof goal:

Level 0

...

1. (os this instanceof CNode) &

c6 os cnodes links anodes & c1 os cnodes links anodes -->

(let (delta,cnodes1,links1,nodes1,this1,p1,z1,s1,result) =

CNode_createCompositeIn os cnodes links anodes this p z s

(nref nID1)

in c6 (smash os delta) (case cnodes1 of None => cnodes | Some y => y)

(case links1 of None => links | Some y => y)

(case anodes1 of None => anodes | Some y => y))

The goal is in the form of an implication, where the constraints are assumed to hold in the initial
state os (as seen in the premise); the conclusion is in the form of a let expression, which substitutes
the modifications resulting from the method application into the constraint expression. Observe
that the new database state in which the constraint is evaluated takes the form (smash os delta).
The smash “implements” the transaction-level commit of the changes in the little object store
delta to the input object store os, as mentioned in Section 4.2.

5.2 Normalisation of the proof goal

The actual proof starts by unfolding the database-specific definitions (of methods, constraints, and
transactions) in the initial goal. This is done using the Isabelle Simplifier. The Simplifier performs
term-rewriting with a set of theorems of the following form: [|H1 ; · · · ; Hn|] ==> LHS = RHS.
Such theorems are read as conditional rewrite rules: a term unifying with the expression on the
left-hand side of the equality sign (LHS) is rewritten to the term that appears on the right-hand
side (RHS), provided that the hypotheses (H1, . . . ,Hn) hold. The default Isabelle Simplifier
installs a large collection of standard reduction rules for HOL; new rules are added to customise
the Simplifier to particular tasks. The ‘.ML’ file that is generated by the schema translator asserts
all database-specific definitions as rewrite rules.

Unfolding the database-specific definitions rewrites the initial goal into a more complex form,
in which every occurrence of the input object store os in the goal’s conclusion is replaced by an
expression that reflects the modifications to os. One of the subterms is:
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(smash os (smash (new (nref NID1) (CNode s p {} {} z {}))

(set (smash os (new (nref NID1) (CNode s p {} {} z {}))) this

(%val. case val of

ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content =>

ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content

| CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements =>

CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size

(insert (nref NID1) elements)

| Link name from to => Link name from to)))) n -> elements

This subterm represents the selection of the elements attribute of n (in constraint c6) from the
updated object store. At this point, patterns such as the above can be reduced using the rewrite
rules of the generic theory of objects (see Figure 4). The above term is rewritten (in several steps)
to:

if n : oids os & n = this

then insert (nref NID1) (os n -> elements)

else if n = nref NID1 then {} else (os n -> elements)

The rewriting “pushes” the attribute selection through the algebraic update operations (smash,
set, and new). In the result term, all attribute selections are expressed directly in terms of the
input object store.

During this phase, constraints that are irrelevant with respect to a part of the proof goal can
be detected. For example, straightforward term rewriting can already prove that method create-
CompositeIn does not interact with constraint c2. The example proof above requires more analysis,
because updates are applied to the same parts of the database (i.e., the elements attribute).

5.3 Safe natural deduction inference steps

In addition to term rewriting with the Simplifier, Isabelle also uses natural deduction. Its Classical
Reasoner uses a set of introduction and elimination rules (i.e., theorems) for higher-order logic to
automate natural deduction inferences. The default configuration of the tool includes machinery
to reason about sets, lists, tuples, booleans, etc. The tool implements a depth-first search strategy;
variables introduced by the use of quantifiers can be automatically instantiated, and backtracking
is performed between different alternative unifiers. The tool requires a distinction to be made
between so-called safe and unsafe rules. Safe rules can be applied deterministically; they do not
introduce or instantiate variables, so there is no need to undo any of these steps at later stages
in the proof. For example, introduction of universal quantification is safe, whereas its elimination
is unsafe. Safe steps get rid of trivial cases. The Classical Reasoner interleaves these steps with
further simplification.

As we did for the Simplifier tool, some extensions have to be made to the Classical Reasoner.
The extensions include a database-specific rule for introduction, and its converse rule for elimina-
tion of the predicate eval. These rules (and their proof scripts) are generated automatically by the
OASIS schema translator and reside in the ‘.ML’ file. They provide a mechanism for case-based
reasoning for the database-specific object type. For example, for an expression of type Node,
cases are generated for types ANode and CNode; simplification immediately discards the other
cases, which are irrelevant. Applying safe inference steps to our example goal generates a list of
16 subgoals. These goals require more in-depth analysis.

5.4 Exhaustive depth-first search

Once the safe steps have been performed, any remaining goals are subject to an exhaustive depth-
first analysis [Isa]. Safe inference steps are now interleaved with unsafe steps. This may involve
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backtracking, and undoing of unification steps. Isabelle allows a limit to be imposed on the search
depth. This guarantees termination of the search tactics. In our practical experiments, a depth
of 2 was sufficient for most cases.

Steps (ii) to (iv) of the automated proof strategy are packaged as a single Isabelle tactic
(oasis_tac). A tactic is a proof procedure (i.e., proof instructions for the system) that may
implement a heuristic. The oasis_tac tactic takes as a parameter a limit on the search depth.
Calling this tactic with a depth of 2 on the example’s initial goal produces the following output:

> by (oasis_tac (claset()) (simpset()) 2);

Applying simplification steps...

Applying safe inference steps...

Now trying : 16...Done!

Now trying : 15...Done!

Now trying : 14...Done!

. . .

Now trying : 2...Done!

Now trying : 1...Done!

Level 1

(os this instanceof CNode) &

c6 os cnodes links anodes & c1 os cnodes links anodes -->

(let (delta,cnodes1,links1,nodes1,this1,p1,z1,s1,result) =

CNode_createCompositeIn os cnodes links anodes this p z s (nref NID1)

in c6 (smash os delta) (case cnodes1 of None => cnodes | Some y => y)

(case links1 of None => links | Some y => y)

(case anodes1 of None => anodes | Some y => y))

No subgoals!

The oasis_tac tactic automatically finds the required proof, using exhaustive depth-first search.
Isabelle prints the just-proved theorem, and the message “No subgoals!” �

6 Applications

In the previous section, we illustrated how proof goals are formulated and presented to the Isabelle
system. Our approach offers the schema designer the capability to investigate various kinds of
semantics-based requirements on the database. In the introduction, we mentioned several forms
that semantics information can take: commutativity tables [Wei93, WA95, RKT+95], undo oper-
ations [CD97, MR97, GVBA97], and consistency assertions [BGLL98]. For a given OASIS schema
specification, these semantics requirements can be written down as proof obligations to be analysed
with help from the system.

The assertional concurrency control algorithm of [BGLL98] uses consistency assertions of the
form ‘{I} Ti {I ∧Qi}’ to state semantics correctness for a transaction Ti. Here, I is a precondition
of Ti (as well as a consistency constraint of the database), and Qi is an assertion that describes
the transaction’s effect. This semantics requirement is similar to the proof goals illustrated in the
previous section. We point out that Ti corresponds to an atomic subtransaction in our approach.
We are currently investigating language mechanisms for constructing composite (i.e., top-level)
transactions from the (albeit complex) atomic operations (i.e., methods and (sub-)transactions)
in our language. This specification facility will allow us to reason about the interactions of different
top-level transactions, based on their semantics. This level of reasoning is characteristic of that
needed to prove the correctness of a schedule built on consistency assertions.

Commutativity tables were introduced in the late ’80s as a way to specify semantics informa-
tion for enhanced concurrency control algorithms [Wei88]. Commutativity tables specify boolean
conditions under which two atomic database operations commute (do not conflict). Different kinds
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of commutativity (forward, backward, right backward) have been identified and serve different pur-
poses in advanced transaction models. Forward and backward commutativity play roles in the
CoAct transaction model [RKT+95, WK96], which is designed to support cooperative work in a
multiple workspace environment, such as the SEPIA cooperative hypermedia authoring system
[SHH+92]. As part of the COMA project1, we are currently investigating the specification and
analysis of commutativity requirements on a SEPIA-like database schema. Our inclusion of nil
values and primitives for object creation in the OASIS specification language and model of objects
is essential to this work.

Undo (compensating) operations play a part in advanced transaction models, workflow, and
transactional workflows [KLS90, WK96, CD97, MR97, GVBA97]. In a cooperative work environ-
ment, a save point mechanism does not provide adequate support for undoing work: restoring a
saved state to undo an operation may have the side effect of undoing other operations (by other
users). In order to prevent cascading rollback, compensating operations provide a means to undo
only the undone operation (in theory, at least). An undo operation for a is often written as ã or
a−1 in the literature. But for a specific method such as createCompositeIn, defining a compensating
operation, and proving that it is indeed so, requires more than just notation. The OASIS tool
provides a framework for reasoning about method compensation requirements. We are currently
studying this problem in the context of the SEPIA schema.

7 Discussion of related work

Automated theorem proving techniques were first applied to the problem of transaction verification
for relational databases in a seminal paper by Sheard and Stemple [SS89]. Our approach is similar
in spirit and structure to theirs, but it is based on an object-oriented framework. We address issues
that do not arise in relational databases, such as object sharing, inheritance, and heterogeneity.
This paper extends our previous work ([SB97, SE98]) by considering topics such as object creation,
nil values, and update methods with return values. Our model of objects builds on the delta value
ideas of Doherty and Hull [DH95]. In their work, delta values are used to describe proposed updates
in the context of cooperative work; deltas are first-class citizens, available for manipulation in the
user language. In our work, delta values are used to cope with set-oriented updates; they are
found in the object model, not in the user language.

Section 7.1 discusses object-oriented verification. We highlight some important differences
between general purpose programming language verification and database verification. Within a
database framework, Benzaken et al [BS98] study the problem of compile-time verification of O2C
methods with respect to integrity constraints. We compare their analysis technique to ours in
Section 7.2.

7.1 OO verification: General purpose versus database programming

The goals of object-oriented verification are slightly different when one compares general purpose
programming with database programming. In a database system, emphasis is placed on state and
transformations; the state and its consistency are important. In an object-oriented programming
environment, emphasis is placed on interfaces and behaviour ; the state is often abstracted away,
or hidden. A distributed database system shares the latter point of view, where communication
protocols between the individual databases take priority over the internals of a single database. In
our work (so far) on the OASIS system, we consider only a single database. Behavioural aspects
of a database schema will be important when we study the composition of transactions.

Typically, database methods and transactions are not designed to perform complex compu-
tations; these are done in the application programs that invoke them. The OASIS command
language supports a simple imperative core, similar to that advocated by Qian [Qia91]. This has
advantages for database verification: we avoid some programming constructs that are difficult to
reason about mechanically, such as recursion and unbounded iteration (albeit with a tradeoff of

1The COMA Commutativity Analysis project is funded by SION, a research institute in the Netherlands.
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expressive power); we also avoid some nasty features specific to imperative programming, such as
storage deallocation and offset pointers [Eva96].

Within a general purpose programming framework, Jacobs et al study the verification of Java
code, using the PVS theorem prover [JvdBH+98, PVS]. Their system architecture is very similar
to ours: a tool called LOOP translates Java classes into the higher-order logic of the PVS system.
Inheritance and aggregation relations between classes are translated using a coalgebraic seman-
tics of classes. The theory of coalgebras supports notions of bisimulation and coinduction. This
provides the mechanics to reason about history models of state and the equivalence of sequences
of operations (i.e., behaviour). Jacobs et al address a number of issues that we do not, such as
exceptions, termination, and recursion. Their examples include “programs that are generally con-
sidered bad style (e.g., because of multiply occurring variable names, or control flow via too many
return’s, break’s, continue’s or exceptions).” These are some of the features we deliberately left
out of the OASIS language.

7.2 Verification of O2C

The OASIS language is similar to that studied by Benzaken et al ([BD95, BS96, BS97, BS98]),
which is based on the database programming language O2C [BDK92]. A syntactic analysis al-
gorithm is given in [BD95] (and in [BS96]), which statically checks whether a transaction might
violate integrity constraints. This algorithm (called a path reachability method) identifies the
so-called inertia of the database state (that part of the data that is not altered by a particular
transaction). The goal is to reduce the number of constraints to be checked at run-time. In
our approach, “inertia” constraints are eliminated automatically by the Isabelle Simplifier. (The
path reachability algorithm amounts to recognising that the createCompositeIn method does not
interact with constraint c2.)

An additional analysis technique based on abstract interpretation is defined in [BS96] (and in
later papers). This technique analyses the safety of transactions and constraints that operate on
the same data. Although abstract interpretation yields an algorithm, it relies on an approximate
semantics. Because we restrict the Isabelle search space to a finite (but variable) depth, our
technique is also an algorithm (i.e., it terminates). The transaction safety problem is in general
undecidable [BGL96], so our analysis (like theirs) is inherently incomplete (i.e., we sometimes
“don’t know” whether a transaction is safe, so a run-time check is needed). However, our analysis
is based on a more precise semantics than that of Benzaken et al. We do not have enough details
of what their analysis can and cannot prove (it generates run-time tests for cases it cannot prove),
to allow us to objectively compare their approach with ours. However, we point out some features
of our approach (illustrated in this paper), which they do not discuss in their published work.

Example transactions in [BS96] take objects as parameters and modify the attributes of those
objects; no examples of object creation are given. In [BS97] and [BS98], update methods are
considered, rather than transactions. But again, object creation is ignored, as are nil values and
update methods that return values. As an example, consider the following constraint:

name Persons: set (Person);

forall p in Persons: p.spouse.spouse=p or p.spouse=nil;

This constraint is from [BD95], but is also specifiable in the constraint language of the later papers.
As seen in the code, the approach of Benzaken et al accommodates nil values. And indeed, the O2
system allows nil-valued objects to be inserted into the set Persons [O2]. It is unclear to us how
nil-valued objects are dealt with in their work (e.g., consider the case where p=nil in the above
constraint).

The following example illustrates a few of the semantics details ignored in [BS96]. The O2C
attribute update instruction ‘o->a=expr’ (i.e., ‘o.a:=expr’) is translated to the following instruction
in the intermediate transaction analysis language:

forone x where a(o,x) do

{ delete (o,x) from a; insert (o,expr) into a }
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The translation of attribute a is understood as a binary relation between the object o and its
value (variable x stands for its pre-assignment value, and expr is its new value). As seen in
the translation rule, nothing is said about the expression expr.2 It is unclear to us how the
translation works if the expression is a function of the old attribute value, or other attributes of
the same object, or indeed of other data in the database. In our approach, the right-hand side of
an assignment is represented as a function of the input object store.

8 Summary

We have shown how to represent the common constructs of an object-oriented schema specifica-
tion language, such as those present in the O2 database system [BDK92] (namely, heterogeneous
collections, object creation, methods, and transactions) in terms of the generic operations of a
simple model of objects. The model lends itself to automated reasoning using a mechanical the-
orem prover. In our practical experiments so far, we have concentrated on transaction safety
verification. As a case study, we are using a schema for a real-life cooperative document author-
ing system [SHH+92]. The constraints we have verified include nested universal quantifications,
polymorphism, and nil comparisons. At present, the constraint language does not include recur-
sion (only bounded iteration, similar to SQL’s update-from-where statement), nor does it include
aggregates (which are not yet supported by the Isabelle theorem prover).

Our approach is not limited to transaction safety analysis. We are currently looking at appli-
cations of the OASIS reasoning tool in the areas of workflow and cooperative work (see Section 6).
Because the theory used by the tool is based on very general semantics properties of the update
language (see Figures 3 and 4), we expect our experimental results to be extendible to the kinds of
proof requirements encountered in other application areas, where reasoning about the semantics of
database operations is needed. Although proving properties is, in general, undecidable [BGL96],
we believe that it is helpful to have a tool that can automate the steps that a human can do by
hand (albeit with much effort).

A potential disadvantage of our approach lies in the fact that the database-specific type object
must be revised upon modifications to the schema. As a consequence of this, the case statements
in the generated Isabelle/HOL representations of methods, transactions, and constraints must be
modified to accommodate the new classes and/or attributes. However, the user does not need
to revise the generated ML and theory files by hand, because the schema translator mapping is
automated. We are currently investigating the resiliency of proofs with respect to schema change.
It is likely that some forms of schema modification (e.g., adding an attribute or a class) will not
affect the validity of theorems. We call this “proof inertia” with respect to schema change.
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